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·1' Introdugtign 

1bo 1111oro1oopio theOI'f of 4etomo4 nuole1 eQlOIIIIdod 1n OIIIQ' IIIOIIOF'IIIhl 

IIIII I'OY1IWI [1-'5) hu p1nod reaocn1t1an. It 11 uoo4 to trut-
til data ... 110111"0tot1cmll -· ... 11 -. tho ,_ ot -· 
oouplo4 to a deformed nuolouo 1e epoo1t1od by on IIX1Il ~. IIIII ·till 
ansular ~ZDD~m~ pro;1ecit1on onto the ~t17 axis at a nuoleus, J( , am. 
por1ty ,7l: are good quontum numbor1. We ahall not oonoidv tho Cor1ol1e 

1nteroot1on m1x111S otateo w:lth d1fferont /( and f1xo4 por1ty. 'llluo, we lhall 

reatrtot our oonaideration to the internal wave funot1on with a sood quantum 

nwnbor/(, 

'1M quoo1port1olo-phonon nuolear model (QPIOI) uoeo one-phonon ototoo: 

quadrupole,. ootupole, hexadeoapole and others, u a basis, It hall been 11hmm 

1n[6] that 1n eomo ooaea h1sn lll.llt1polo 1ntoraot1ono w:lthJI• 5-9 plO¥ 1111 

important role and. they ehould be taken into aoooWlt, 1be apeoit1o feature 
. X of deformed nuole1 1• that on&-phonon 11tate11 w1 th a fixed K 01111 bo 

dote-...! by d1ftoront mult1polo and op1n-tmllt1polo 1ntoraot1ono. 'llluo, z . 
tha I( = 0 • ototoo are datonn1nod by tha monopole po11'1n8 and quodrupolo 

port1olo-port1ole 1ntoraot1ono, T~ them mult1polointeraoUouo w1 th ~f1•40,60, 

oto. 11111t bo oddod.. One-phonon 1totoo of tho el1otr1o typo w:lth f1xo4 KJI: 
01111 bo dtoor1bod by tha mult1poleo .VU •KK , K+2 I( , K+'t K , eto. 

IIIII by tha ep1n-alllt1poleo .:l,VU • /(/(I( , 1<+2 /(+,2 I( , oto, 

IntroduoU>a one phonon tor ,\I< and .;,othar tor A A k we ohall have a 

double number of atatea. To avoid th1a 1 a ooumon phonon 1• introduced, and. 

told... aooount of different A the oorro1pond1111 ltoular equat1on 11 do

r1vo4 (no [5] ), Thu1, thl 1nt1uono1 of hoxodtoapoll 1ntoroot1ona w:lth ~_;.Ita 
on tho kr • 2 + 1tateo 11 otud1ed by a 1111111 toneouo 1noluolon of ..lji • 
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22t42 interactions. ln [ 9] , inter..,tions w1 th ;\ =1 and .A =3 were taken 

into aooolUlt in studying E1 transitions from ootupole to ground states. 

One-phonon states of the magnetic type are described by the epin~ltipole 

''L k '' L 1 ' 1 1nteraot1ons /l w1 th /1 = - 2U1d Ll t , In spherical nuolei, 
.... + -

one-phonon states of the eleotrio type with I = 2 ~~ ... and magnetic type 

with IX::. 11
, 2; 3.~. are described independently. In defonned nuclei, i'or in

stance, the K.JJ;2- state oBn be treated as Bll electric ootupole one with 

&>t=32 and a magnetio quadrupole one with ..1~K=122 and 322. The states with 

. K'£1+, which are described excluding spurious states [10,11] , oormeoted with 

rotations, are treated with the spin-spin and quadrupole interactions. If 

1n dei'onned nuclei, as in spherical nuclei, one introduces independent phonons 

of' the electric and magnetic type, the number of states will be doubled. 

Therefore, it is necessary to construct a common phonon for a state with a 

fixed K.J:. The construction of a phonon consisting of the electrio and J"Mg

netio parts, derivation of the corresponding RPA equations and the inclusion 

of the new phonon into the general scheme of the QPNM are just the aim of the 

present paper. 

2. The QPNM Hamiltonian 

The QPNM Hamiltonian for nonrotational states of deformed nuclei contains 

Zlll averqe field llf neutron and proton systems in the form o( the axial.-symnet-

rio Saxon-woods potential, monopole pairing, ieoscalar and isovector particle

-hole (ph) and partiole-partiole (pp) multipole and spin-muitipole interactions 

between quasipartioles. The wave functions of excited states of deformed 

nuolei have the form 
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In this paper we study the internal wave funotione ¥',. ( /(.ro J of exoi ted 

nonrotational states of doubly even deformed nuclei. 

Interactions between quas1pert1clea in the separable form, usually o£ 

the rank l?~qx•1 1 are used for oaloulatione in the QPNM, Aa is known, ae~ 
rable interaotiona of the rank nh1CT,f > 1. are widely used in describing nuo

leon-nuoleon 1nteraotione, three-body nuclear systems and light nuclei, i.e. 

they are used in the oases where the results of oaloulatione are more aenei-

tive to the form of radial dependence ot forces in comparison With the QPNM 

oaloulatione of the properties of complex nuclei. Therefore, the use of aepa~ 

rablo interaotione of tho rank n""""' :>1 in the QPNM oaloulations is justi

fied. 

Let us introduce, as in[ 12.] for spherical nuclei, a separable 1nterao

t1on of the rank nlnq,r > 1 tor def'onned nuclei. Expand over multipoles the 

central spin independent interaction and write it as 

E- , <'h6J, 1-.c"-/.L (~c:..~-<-+ie;Pri-u1 ir•JJ)-RV-t(~,,z .. J 
'h 'f,'f, ttl AJ'l 
G'f B;.~' 6J.' 

1£ a separable interaction of the rank nln Q.( > 1 is taken in the form 

then the expansion over multipolea becomes 

2:. '£'" { L_ ( >c ;v.c. + .F ~, '1.1") L. f1 .,. ( r) 11 (.rz:) + 
;\J< n•i. Z.f•:!f • <' 11~'" h1JI'"' 

(z)jJ (z) + ... J . 
11) h(i' 
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Introduot1on o.t ·a separable interaction o.t the .t1n1 te rank 17 hlqx > 1 in 

comparison w1 th nl'hox = 1. leads to sumna.tion over J7.,. • Introduction of a 

separable interaction of the rank h h1qK is meaningful i£ hhJQ..I( is much 

smaller than the rank of determinant of the RPA eecular ·equation 

for a nonseparable interaction. 

The starting Hamiltonillll or tho QPNM 1e 

" t ' a -a- .[ a a a a -
'f6' z'f'f' 'f+ 'f- 'f'- :~-'+ 

Here t'f l! are quantum numbers of s1ngle-part1ole states 1 tp- equals to 
.7 

/( end as~otic qUIIlltum numbers !Vn,.l\? at /(=I\ + lf< end #1:1,. A ,f 

at 1<'=11-f.t, G'o:t1 E{tf) aretho s1ngle-part1oloonerg1oo, 

' <" ., 
/1,... is the chemical potential; £.. means surnnation over single-par-

• H,' 
tiole states of the proton at "=P and neutron at r = n systems. 

Then, are the monopole pairing constants 1 

-'fl A 'j,K 
are the oonstants of pp interactions i k

0 
)( 

0 
and 

"it'L.K 
and cr 

are the 1soscalar and isoveotor constants of ph multipole and spin~ltipole 

interactions. 
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Let us perfonn the oenonical Bogolubov transformation 

and got 

t /..u ('z:J=; rz: is,;t{J.,'ftr,rr .. J I Ug~-~ fot. ttf-,'h;Kr;-J + 
n/..l(fi' 9-t'h "" r<r.t 

-+Ol{tf,tf-.>'1(-G')j +2 ~~~ /}{r;,r;.._;/(6')} 

and other formulae. Here 
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; 

The matrix elements of the multipole and spin-multipole operators are exp

ressed through 

their ch.!lraoteristice are given in ( 1 1 5) .. 

()) 

Uo1ng tho operators A+ (9-'f :'.!"-"') and A ( <f'f'J:JU 6") to oonet

ruot phonono of tho oleotr1o type, ao in [1,4,5] , and tho operator• CJt {9cli'/V 
and Ot. { 9'9' ';_;tl b') to construct phonone or the magnetic type, then in cont

rast with the spherical nuclei we shall have a doubled number of states. 

X 2-
Consider, for instance, the K = states shown in fig, 1. They 01!111. be 

described as one-phonon octupole states with .AJU-=32 and as a rule, with the 

enhanced E) trans:Ltion from the I .It/(· ::3-21 to the ground states. 
Ji: -

Between the first and second poles there is a second K i ..::: 22 state whose 

energy is deterutlned as the second i ~2 root of the RPA secular equation, At 
.% -

the same time, these K 1, = 2.1.. and 2 2- states oan be described as one-

-phonon quadrupole states of the magnetic type and with the enhanced M2 trans!-

- .Tv -2 
t1on from the J. "i .;: 2 I. to the ground atatee. If the aet of one-
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-phonon states is chosen 

one-phonon states with a 

as a basis, as in the QPNM, then the number of 
.£ fixed: value of K equals the number of two-quasi-

particle poles. If phonons of the · electric and magnetic type are introduced 

1n the deformed nuclei, then the number of states Will be doubled. Therefore, 

it is necessary to construct a common phonon operator consisting of the 

electric and magnetic parte. The phonon creation operator consisting of the 
.£ electric and magnetic parts and With a fixed value of )( can be writte~ 

os follows: 

QK". = ! L { lf Ki.~ [ j ~K (r;;-r'Ju_~': A "(9--c;';-~:'G"')t-
'~"" "' 'rtf 'f'Y r r 

+ i.j M<('J'tf') U. c-: Oi +(ey9-'; KG")]- (4) 
't'? 

- 'f ;;. [.r AK(tftf'J u.,..;+J A {tfrr'; K-G"J + 

(-) 

-u. t'f' 

K'L:._ - Ki.,_ 
Here ~'If' - ~ 1- Olld 
rio and magnetic parts, which 

0t. ( '?'9' '.;K-G"')) j 

'" k" "'""' K i.t. Y" 9'9--' = 9'~,~ are oOIIIDJn tor the eleot-

indioat~s the existence of a one-phonon state 

with a fixed value of the state number t.~ where t..~ = ~ 2,3 .... By kK ' j (Cf'f'} we denote the matrix element ())with A '/.,K =4-fL.d( or 

1.. + 1 1.. K . When we use a separable interaouon with n mo.,. > 1 1>y 
Ak/ ') .4"/. J j ( tf'f and j ( Cf'f we denote the matrix elements with 17 •1. It is 

aeen from fonrula (4) that the electric part of the phonon creation operator 
+ Q )( ;,.t 

11 
is chosen to be real and the magnetic part to be imBginary. 

The one-phonon state in the RPA is described by .the wave function 

(5) 
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where !Jio iB the ground state wave function of' a doubly even nuoleua deter

mined aa a phonon vaauum. The normalisation condition of the wave f'Wlotion (5) 

baa the form 

+ 
One oan easily ahow that the phonon operators q K £.~, 6' and (( K i .t B' 

obey the conditions which are usually imposed on the RPA phonons • 

.IIU~1ng formulM (7) we expreee the operatora ~~ (7:} , Jk.y...- (.:) , 
,1. fr) end others through the phonon operators. After simple tranofol'WL-

IIJ.KO' 
tiona the QPNM Hamiltonian beoomeo 

H = {&. e 'I' o<. ~"' o<'fe- r H v- -r H r~ ~ 
where the first two tenna describe quasiparticles and phonons, e.nd 

d.eaoribea the quasiparticle-phonon interaction. They have the folloWing 

form: 

Hr 

8 

(8) 

(9) 



(10) 

+{)..<K[JJ~kiL })~Ki.., +.lJAKi, J)J!Ki.._)j 
hJ'I: h.J?: h'W'Z hW''I: ' 

)'i,K 1 h,qK . 

wi,< .. =-;; r L. {L. (k.:'"K+.f>c/''M)lJ),'J,J(i,JI"K~ 
h, 1 '1: .f•t1 nz hj't: 

H ),O + L { L ( H ),K + 
'll"tf K A '1/', 

(11) 

9 
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·I? {!ftt:·)(-{;'jf /J{tf?f~·Kt>) (Q:,~-&-- QKi.e...- )} ' (121) 

V >. n ... ( ') = L ( ko.>oK f .f )C/'K) rr-J, .J) J.Ki.._- (1J) h Z' tt 9- .P : If 'ff ".!' t: 
- G ..lk' u t~J ]) ..l~<'•:.. 

'1?-' hj t: , 
~ 1/-l(i, 

1 _ ( A~K+ 11: ;!~Klz;-(') Jl'.t,K,:,_ (1)1) 
V (Cfff ')- L. )t'o .P < / d.a.' "''J'r • 

n-.: .f=t1 
7 r 

Hero Bey lo tho quao!pe.rt!olo energy with tho monopole lll1d quodrupolo pa1r!.n&; f/ 00
, H;>, 0

, H:0 
ond H:::. are g!von 1n[1JJ, 1r v 'I' ·r 

J)M•:.. 
"JZ: 

.D ,Aki.._ 

hW'7: 

10 
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One can easily verifY that the Hamiltonian (8) and its perts (9), (10), (11), 

(12) and (121) are Hermitian. 

). The RPA eouation 

Let us derive the RPA equations for the energies WK ,. " and ~ave func
tions (5) of one-phonon states. 1he RPA equations for the KJi:: 0..,. states are 

.T + given in [13]. To describe tho stateo With K ,tO we use tho following 

pert of the Hamiltonian (9) 

(15) 

Now, we find an avorqo value (15) over the - (5} and uoing tho variational 

principle 

we get the following equatione: 

II 



_}) J.:l K t 0 .J) "rt JJ K •'• 

n-w--r J n>:. ' 

])J.UL.Ki.. 

"J" 
lll!d n=i,2, .. ·'1.ertlvJ aeoular equation for tho enersioo 

J,·U L.Kt. 
and j) h 'W''C , With tlvJ ellowonoe lllllllo for 'Z' • ,P , n 

t:<JK<' boo the u 

form of tlvJ determinent of t1vJ rank 1!4·17-.,u 1 i.e. 
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/ 

, 

(17) 

e:".i=o" 
VIICU\ID, 

, 

•p, I? 

hu the 

and 

«ee II 2~t. nh7Q.( 11-o. (18) 

It the apirHILiltipole interactions of the electric tJPB ,1). K 

are disregarded, the rank of the detenntnant ia 19 "n,qx . If' onl)' ph 

interactions are taken into account, the rank of' the detenntnant ia 8 nhiQK • 

The moat interesting caae ia when ph and pp mul tipole and ph /.,-I/., I< apin

-~~~.~ltipole interactions are taken into consideration; then, the rank of the 

detenntnant ie J n mo..c • It ia to be noted that a particular oaae of eqa. 

(16) and (17) tor n ·i and ph, pp multipole interactions is given in 
/hq)( 

[14]. The tensor foroes betns added in the Hamiltonian, aa in (12], won't 

change the rank of the determinant (18). 

To illustrate the RPA solutions we shall consider two particular oases. 

The first caae is the inclusion of ph 1111ltipole A K and spin-!lllltipole 
J.·(IJK t-K 

L-( /..k interactions with 11max = 1 . We denote )( • )C and 

J.·IJ.k I "K t} f (iftfl =J (1f'Jo The Hamiltonian is taken in the f'orm 

K + 1 { A.K ).K ])~Kit IlK'~ 
H =£ e ot t:X --;:; r. ~ (~ +.fK..t ) 1J x + 

0 'J' f6' fit -, ' . 0 't' .f 'f6' J'=ti'r' Lft..A.fi (19) 

( 
/JK kK)J)kKi.,~j)J.Ki..,jQ+ Q . , 

+ )(o + .fX.1 -r .f7: Kl.,~G' Kt..~-t: 

Using the variational principle we get instead of (16) and (17) the followtns 

equations: 

(

. .II. K 
1 

K i,_ / ~K , (r)) JL ""(; ~<K 
et9''-wK,·,) 1 (fi-tf)#tttt' -cr {tffJ)ff' cf1f;r,"K()+ 

JJK, 

+O'K).K)j))d(i,_ _IJ"Kr. ')U{-J )~ L (>ro L.K+.fXtiJKl])_ '::0 
J 1 ./ .tr (' 9'9' 'f'i'' ff'.,p=:U /'fl ' 

'/A/ K&:A-

'1''1'' 
- WKL.,_ KC:.._ 
- c ,_,, I,_,., 

13 



Then, the normalisation condition of the wave funotion (5) is 

~ the eeoular RPA equation becomes 

~K ~KlZ~LKi~ {~~":_Jc""Jz"K•~ (IC"-$-~e"'?ZJ,K'!-1 
(reo +lcJ. 1 n "' :t. I? o ".L ;, 

(20) 

where 

14 



•kK( 
Owing to tho foot that Z r • differs from 11ero, the secular equation 

(20) doeo not disintegrates 1nto two equat1one for tho eleotr1o and 111118Jl8t1o 

parte. 

The aeoond particular case is the same interaotiona as in the Hamil ton1an 

(19) but for one (neutron or proton) system. In this oaae we get expl1o1t 
K"''- Kc.,i axprass1one for .the fW1ot1one 91 H-' and r,!i'' . The oeoular eq.(20) 

takes the form 

It 1s eeen that tha funot1on 

and 111118Jl8t1o type. Here 

ooneiata of the tel"DDIJ of the eleotrio 

15 



One OM easily show that when the energy (;() KD '-o tends to the pole 

£, the wave function of the one-phonon state (5) tends to 
f!10tf~O 

[~1oth0 -C<.'K_,;0
-<>0 

i.e. to the wave function of the two-quasipartiole state. Moreover, for the 

solutions of the secular eq. (21) the following condition holds: 

16 



t.a. "dsngeroua11 dtacrama are compensated .• These :fact~ indicate additio

nally that the ohoioe ot the phonon creation operator 1n the form ( 4) is 

oorreot. 

4. The QPNM equations for doublx even deformed nuolei 

Here we give to,..laa tor describing nonrotational states With K-:; 0 f 

1n the QPNM With the new phonon& t;JK~'• ~ and tR • The wave funo-• o Ki~6' 
tion (as 1n [14]) can be written in the form 

(22) 

ore ~ =i,2,~ .. ,iB the number of the state With K • .Q;, • To take the Pauli 

principle into aooount 1n two-phonon tarma of tha wave function (22) n 

·introduce the tunotion 

.[_d' k.<Q. f[qK. .,~ (;J~. Jri, ]), c,K,•~K, 6' • K,.•,.c-.. LL •' •t.J ~•'•"-' .c;A.••ii (23) ~6'.c, I IJ 

x K.(K, .·, ~ ,~ J = x *"r~ .: .. , *' '• I k', ,·~., Kt t'.t J. 
) 

Ito explicit fonl) is sivan in[ 5,15]. 
'!JKo The normalioation oondition ot the wave function (22) in the diasonal 1n -n, 

approximation hu the form 

17 



(24) 

Now, let us find an average value of the Hamiltonian (8) over the state 

(22) and using the variational principle derive the following equations for 

the, energies 'l J) Olld wave function (22) 

=0 
(25) 

Hence 1 we get the eeoular equation 

(26) 

l!K,i • . u: K. i.' . [I•.YC K.(K,<~,k,. <>J] II 
K,4-, K.r. '.& K, '-4 ~1:!-~. t..r. :: 0 

• Aiv . -t C.L · + .141 {K, '~ ~ <J.}- {', . 
"'t'-t ,...;~L.t ~ 

From (24) Olld (25) we find R/ Olld Rv ". v . for oaoh value ot ~" • 
o f'lt t.t,"'.&LJ.. 

1he rank of tho detenninant (26) equals the nwnber of one-phonon tenna in the 

wave function (22). 

It is importont thot eqo. (25) and (26) ooinoido 1n tonn with tho equo

tiono given iP [4,5,15] 1n whioh only ph multipolo intoraotlons oro token 

into oooount, with the equotions in[5,7] 1n whioh ph multipolo intoroo

tiono ~ • 2 ~ and .I; 2 oro oonoiderod Olld with tho oquotions in [13, 14] 
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1n which ph and PP multipcle interaotiona AJ" at n,.,Q,( c 1 are taken Into 

aooount. Thus, the fonn of equatione (25) and (26) and the rank of the deter

minant (26) are Independent of what nwltipcle and spiiHiultipcle interactions 

are taken into account end are independent of the rank n mq~ of separable 

interactions. This means that oalculations in the QPNM can be made w1 th 

sny complex interactions in the separable form. The QPNM wae foi'DDllated 

so that all complications caused by the form of interactions were concentrated 

in the RPA equations. It is not difficult to solve the RPA equations with 

complex 1nteraot1ons. 

The 1nolue1on of ph and pp separable 17 .!her ..r .). 1 interactions of the 

electric and magnetic types oomplioates the formulae for the two-phonon pole 
/ TT k'.~~ shift Ll C<J ( k, ~·, , k,. < .. ) and the function v 

K1 ,:1 , K.t t.'.c, 
Indeed, 

ll tv (K, L·, 'K.. <.,) = - ;;· ! X K"(KJ. iA, K, i. '/K, .:, '10_L~) w.;-;, + 
• (27) 

K - . where wi i is given by f'ol'lll.l.la (10#), The function 11.(~0 for the case 
( ,t ...fl + t1L.2, ·' 

when a phonon with K = 0 enters into the two-phonon part of the wave 

function (22) is given in [13]. Then, 

(28) 

·{(Q. H Cl~. 0+ )+<'O.t • .,o.,.-.,H..,._q.t:.,.G'o)j, K., '-DG"., V", K.t t.1e-1 ..t:c t..,e',. .z ~ .t ' ' 1 - 7 

where Hv,_ io detenn!ned by tornwla (11). Now we use the o011111.1tation rola

tiona 

19 



with the funot1ona .f.. and .1; being real, and get 

1TJo.Kti(. ') TT ~Ki•( '1 
where v '1: 9'9" and v ~ '19- / 

Let us obtain the matrix elements of til 

(31) 

are g1ven by (13) and (13'), 

and M )I trana1 t1one. Ua1ng 

phonon& (4) we can write the corresponding operators 1n the t'onn 

20 



Fr (E}yu;tftf') =< 9' fe;, (rch ~ ~J" (e'f) }9--') , 

1-r (t1Af.;rttf''J=<ct I~· £?.(2A+1;J'IJ {B~et~t")(st~-f~+ 

+ #e ~; 1 (F·~-t )t!Jll Itt'> · 
In calculating the matrix element a of E A and M A tranai tiona 

from the ground states of' doubly even nuclei to the states with the dami-

1Y.r- natin&: one-phonon oomponenta in the wave function (22), we use only the 
-~· 

phonon parts of the operators 1Tl ( £ A.)U) and '11l ( M A J11 ) 
All a reeul t we get 

,If- .B' Ill ('tv (K. !:.Jm(D.JU)To)= 

(If: (.1(/"tt·.) frl. (MAJII J!fl.) = 

:-jL.R~L."'f'(M/tK.· J./Kt; '}(1./-)):/, k.i, ~ t;.r '• ,,_. r 'f'l 9''1 f?' J'J9-' . (35) 

'lbeae matrix elementa ditter fran the foraulae used earlier, for irustanoe 

in [14 J,bT that the functions belong to both parts of the 
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phonon operator ( 4), the electric And rne.91etio parts. If 1 f'or example, 1n the 

normalisation (6) the megnetio part appears to be muoh smaller than the 

electric one, then this will result in the hindrance of the M A transition. 

It can be expected that with the uoe of the phonon (4) the £/1 transition 

probabilities from the ground states will not differ considerably from the 

calculated ones [14,16]. 

Reliable exper~ data and numerous oaloulationB are available on 

M1 transitions from the ground states of doubly even deformed nuclei to the 

1 + states. The treatment of' the 1 + states as mixed aymnetry states is 

undoubtedly a sucoess of' the IBM-2. The energies and l3 {111) values are 

well described in the RPA with the quadrupole ph interactions with excluding 

a spurious state [11]. Since many calculations were performed, we will not 

calculate the energies of the 1 + states and B ( M 1 J values. 

The experi.D'ental data on M2 to M3 transitions from the ground states 

I E __ 3+ wera 
are rather scarce. Thus, states with the mixed symmetry with 

searched for in [17]. They measured tho 13(M3) 1' -value for excitation 

of the T"Ky =3~ 2, state and did not observe M3 transitions to tho sta

tes with an energy highr: then 1 MeV. There are only f'ew calculations of 

the M2 and M3 transition probabilities [18-20]. 

It is expedient to calculate the M2 and M3 transition probabilities 

within the QPNM using formulas (34) and (35), which m5¥ stimulate new 

experiments. 

In experimental investigations on the Coulomb exoi tation I ( h r ) and 

other reactions (see, for instance, [21,22]) a large number of' M1 values 

and M1 + E2 mixtures were observed for transitions between excited states 

of' doubly even deformed nuclei. Calculations of' the M1, E2, M3 and other 

transition probibilities between excited states oari be made within the for

malism expounded in this paper. 
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Let ua find tho matrix elementa of E A and M A tronaitiona between 

excited states with the dominating one-phonon components of their wave f'uno-

tione (22). In theoe oalculstiona we uee the quasiparticle parts of the 

operators (32) and (33) and the OOIIIIlUtatore (29) and (30); as a result, 

... gat 

(36) 

These formulae can be useful for further calculations of the M1, M2 and E2 

transition probabilities between excited states. S~lar caloulations of 

the quont1t1es J' (Ez :Mi), ;... in [23], can be made for traneitione bet

ween quadrupole states of deformed nuolei. 
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5. Conclusion 

The axial BfmOOtrr o£ well deformed nuolei oomplioatea the deooription 

of their vibrational atatea in oompariaon with ophorioal nuolei. If tho pro

jection onto the synmetry axis of . K is assumed to be a good quantum 
.Ji' 

number, then the vibrational state w1 th a fixed K oan be desori bed by 

multipole and apin-multipole interaotiona o£ tho eleotrio type and spin-
$ 2 t 

-11'Dll tipole interactions of the magnetic type. Thus, the states with K = 
can be described by interactions of the electric type A K : 2 .2 +'12+ ... , 

A '?.K = 222 +ltlf2~ .. and mognetio type ), 'jj( = 232 +432 +... , and the 

otateo with K{J+by AK= 4 3 +6'3+ ... , Ji),K=443+663+ ... , !l.'L..K = 233+ 

4 3 3 + . . - . To avoid nonphysical mul tiplioati vi ty of a nwober of the calou-

lated vibrational states, we have introduced a new phonon operator. It con-

a iota of the eleotrio part toking aooount of the A k and ), A K inte-

raotione and tho magnetio part toking aooount o£ tho /., :!: f L K 1nteraot1on. 

This new RPA phonon should be used for describing doubly even, doubly odd 

and odd-A deformed nuclei and first of all for deeoribing N..i and £) 

transitions between eXcited states. 

In the present paper we have formulated the most general version of 

the QPNM, We have const~oted the Hamiltonian and d~rived equations for 

ph and pp isoacalar and isovector multipole and spin-mult1pole finite rank 

separable interactions between quasiparticle&. Introduction of the finite 

rank nfllO.K > 1 separable interactions leads to oomplication of the BFA 

equations, which is nonessential in computer oaloulations, All difficulties 

connected with the eleQtrio 811d magnetic types of interactions and with the 

separable interactions are concentrated in the RPA-equa-

tiona. It is important that they do not lead a noticeable complication of 

the QPNM equations for caloulattng the fragmentation of vibrational states 
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1noludi"4 giant resonances. Additional difficulties caused by 17_.~~ ;> j( 
do not arise 1i three-phonon terme are added to the wave function (22), They 
also do not arise in calculating the fragmentation of one-quaaipartiole atatea 
in odd deformed nuoloi. 

----------- 2nd pole PP 5231 - 4111 
3-22 

---- --- --
M2 E3 

B(M2)~~l:r!M2' qq')g12~1 ul-l qq' ' qq qq ·12 

M2 

,. /)
Fig. 1 , The Urst two states w1 th K = "' 

-

E 

2- 22 
1st pole .nn 6421- 5211 

BIE3l-l q~·f!E3',qq')g~~~ u~. j2 

3 

o•o g 

described either as quadrupole 

magnetic states With enhancement of M2 transitions or as ootupole 
electric states with enhancement of E) transitions and the first 

two two-quasiparticle states. 

I ehould like to emphasize that in solving suoh a oornplioated problem 

as the JMny-body nuclear problem one should aim at exposing the most impor
tant parts of effective interaotione to be used in concrete calculations 
rather than at solving the problem in the most general to~. 
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The mathematical apparatus of the QPNM constructed in this paper for 

deformed nuclei can serve as a basis for oaloulations of many oharaateristios 

o£ low-lying and high-lying states. We hope thst the QPNM caloulet1one will 

stimulate further experimental study of the structure of deformed nuclei at 

a new generation of accelerators and detectors. 
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